High resolution imaging of the cortex isolated from sea urchin eggs and embryos.
The cellular cortex-consisting of the plasma membrane and the adjacent outer few microns of the cytoplasm-is a critically important, dynamic and complex region in the sea urchin egg and embryo. Some 40 years ago it was discovered that isolated cortices could be obtained from eggs adhered to glass coverslips and since that time this preparation has been used in a wide range of studies, including seminal research on fertilization, exocytosis, the cytoskeleton, and cytokinesis. In this chapter, we discuss methods for isolating cortices from eggs and embryos, including those undergoing cell division. We also provide protocols for analyzing cortical architecture and dynamics using specific localization methods combined with super-resolution Structured Illumination and Stimulated Emission Depletion light microscopy and platinum replica transmission electron microscopy.